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WALT describe the symbolism of Hindu murtis / statues of 
the gods and goddesses. 

S2S

I can 

identify beliefs about God that are held by Hindus 

describe some of the ways in which Hindus describe God 

discuss and present my own ideas about why there are 
many ideas about God 



What do different people 
believe about their god?

How do Hindu people show what they 
believe about gods and goddesses? 

How and Why do Hindus use murtis
(statues) to worship? 



Hindus express ideas about 
ultimate reality and the gods 
and goddesses including beliefs 
about the Trimurti – Brahma 
(creator), Vishnu (preserver), 
Shiva (destroyer). The stories of 
there Gods and Goddesses guide 
and support them throughout 
their lives. 



Objects can tell stories. 

What can we learn from a conker?

How does the oak tree get inside the 
acorn? 



What does a person’s dress tell you about 
what they like? 

Does what someone is wearing tell you if the are find or 
mean, discuss



Who goes with these clues?





Who goes with these clues?



Hindu Gods and Goddess 

Choose one and draw it in the middle of your page.

Durga

Brahma

Vishnu

Shiva



Top left quarter is for ‘What’ questions: 

What is it?

What is it for? 

What do you notice? 

What is it made from?

What is it like? 

What does it stand for? 

What might it cost?

You need to write 3 questions you would 
like answered about your God/Goddess



Top right quarter is for ‘How’ 
questions: 

• ‘How was it made? 

• How is it used? 

• could you get one? 

• How can we find out more about it?

• How do religious people feel about it? 

You need to write 3 questions you would like 
answered about your God/Goddess



Bottom left quarter is for 
‘When’ questions:

• When was it made? 

• When was it bought? 

• When is it used?

• When people use it, how do they feel?

• When do I use something like it?

You need to write 3 questions you would like 
answered about your God/Goddess



Bottom right quarter is for ‘Why’ 
questions: 

• Why is it like this? 

• Why do people make these? 

• Why do some people value it and think 
it precious?

• Why do some people find it strange or 
scary?

You need to write 3 questions you would like 
answered about your God/Goddess



Hindu sacraments are physical pieces of 
that help objects or markings 
that are considered sacred and used as a 
sign of devotion by the followers of 
Sanathana dharma (Hinduism). 
These are often objects associated with a 
puja (prayer) or religious ceremony.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5W_eAJ38dA0

The story of Durga

Does this story answer any more of their questions? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5W_eAJ38dA0


Please keep today’s learning 
safe as you will need it next 
week.


